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Introduction
1.1 Rationale and Objectives
Mental illnesses like depression are a very pressing global issue, especially in
Singapore and other Asian countries like South Korea and Japan. As such, we would
like to raise awareness of this issue and reduce the prevalent stigma against it.
Additionally, we want to use the story we have written to show people who have
depression that there is a road to recovery, and to display it in a realistic and authentic
manner, providing them with reassurance and motivation to inform them that their
condition is not permanent and that they can strive towards recovery. We also want to
reinforce that having mental conditions is not shameful, and that they and the people
around them should take such conditions seriously. We also want to inform the readers'
close relations that they should not deny the feelings of the victims, or belittle their
condition. We plan to include some common misconceptions and myths and hence
debunk them to clear existing stereotypes.
We have chosen to write a novel as we feel that it will have the most impact on people,
and will be able to reach out to them. A novel is something most people recognise and
are familiar with, and a novel is also more informative due to the fact that it is a form of
text.
However, we also wrote it as a fanfiction because we feel that fanfictions lack ulterior
motives like marketing and advertising. This allows us to write with a more personal and
genuine voice that readers can identify with and it makes the reading experience feel
more authentic, removing thoughts of products or solutions being forced onto them. The
reason why fanfiction is generally written in a personal and genuine voice is due to the
culture surrounding it; it is used mostly for self-expressive writing by generally young
people who write purely for passion. Fanfiction platforms also hold a very casual and
informal atmosphere, allowing the writing and reading experience to become more
relaxed and easy.
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1.2 Our Product
Our product is a novel, picking up from the ending of a popular movie Your Name,
which aims to talk about mental health, doing so through following our protagonist’s
journey of recovery from depression and PTSD. We provide information such as
symptoms and causes of mental conditions, as well as ways to help them through
switching between different perspectives of characters.
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1.3 Our Research Area
Our chosen research area is mental health. To determine our research topic, we read
up on many common mental conditions, such as anxiety and personality disorders,
before we decided to write about depression and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD). We researched on most of the symptoms, and more importantly, the social
experiences, the stereotypes and discrimination that these people face in their daily life.
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Research
2.1 Survey of the Ground
2.1.1 Non-fiction books and research papers
These sources are generally accurate and provide very detailed coverage on the topics
they address. However, these sources are rather lengthy, which often leads them to
becoming oversaturated with information, as these resources are primarily targeted to
other researchers exclusively. This may cause the reader to be unable to find specific
pieces of information. Additionally, such sources use a lot of technical jargon, which is
not very user-friendly. They may also only be accessible through a school or institution,
or require a user to pay to gain access.
As shown below, some articles might only be accessible through an institution, and not
by the general public.
(From: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0749069018300909)
Additionally research articles often require payment to gain access, such as the one
below.
(Tsuno, N., Besset, A., & Ritchie, K. (2020). Sleep and Depression. Retrieved 8 August
2020, from
https://www.psychiatrist.com/JCP/article/Pages/2005/v66n10/v66n1008.aspx)
As stated here, “Articles in most academic journals are roughly 20 to 25 A4 pages” we
can see how the average academic journal is quite lengthy and not very user friendly.
((2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/c358/542250cb06997677f51131ee84d1add55245.pdf)
On the other hand, books are readily available, as they can be borrowed from the
library, for example.
However, it can be more challenging to find the relevant book as one would need to
undergo prior research to determine the correct book, as, in this case, a library would
have many books to choose from. Additionally, borrowing from a library may introduce
complications such as having to wait for the book to be returned first, or being unable to
find the book within the library. Furthermore, since books are even lengthier than
research papers, it may be even more difficult to find the relevant information due to the
oversaturation of information here as well.
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In comparison, though we feel that while our story is lengthy, it only contains important
and relevant information for readers. Additionally, it is more effective at keeping the
interest of readers, as there is a plot which they can follow. It is overall more accessible,
as it would be published on a fanfiction website and is free for users to read.
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2.1.2 Media and fiction books
We paid special attention to the media and fiction books as such resources are most
similar to our product. However, we found that they are generally quite flawed. Media
such as television shows and fictional books often dramatise mental health conditions,
which is not very useful as it creates a skewed impression of such conditions. While
these resources are more user-friendly, they are not as factually accurate, and while
their dramatisation of mental health helps to pique the interest of consumers, it is an
inaccurate representation of mental health.
“Studies consistently show that both entertainment and news media provide
overwhelmingly dramatic and distorted images of mental illness that e
 mphasise
dangerousness, criminality and unpredictability. T
 hey also model negative reactions to
the mentally ill, including f ear, rejection, derision and ridicule.”
“The consequences of negative media images for people who have a mental illness are
profound. They impair self-esteem, help-seeking behaviours, medication adherence and
overall recovery. Mental health advocates blame the media for promoting stigma and
discrimination toward people with a mental illness.”
(Stuart, H. (2020). Media Portrayal of Mental Illness and its Treatments. Retrieved 11
August 2020, from
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2165/00023210-200620020-00002)
As shown in the above excerpts, media articles often have exaggerated interpretations
of mental conditions in our society, which is detrimental to those with mental conditions
as it creates stigma, stereotypes and false impressions in the minds of others.
One example of the media’s skewed portrayal of mental conditions is 13 Reasons Why,
a television show about Hannah Baker’s suicide, and the set of tapes she leaves behind
documenting her reasoning behind making this decision. However, this show
misrepresents mental conditions, and presents it in a false and dangerous light. It
portrays suicide as a glorious and vindicating way to get revenge or make a point to
people, especially towards those who are perceived to have evoked such sentiments in
the first place. They have also simplified suicide into a narrow view portraying it as
being directly and almost exclusively caused by bullying and drama. Besides that, it also
portrays suicide as a lazily justifiable or viable option for people, which is a harmful
message to be conveyed to audiences.
Furthermore, many of the fanfictions available fail to accurately portray mental
conditions, in the way that we have aimed to do in our story.
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For example, many of the fanfictions we had read about depression and suicide were
completely plot-driven. An example of a story we saw is one titled Suicide Hotline on the
platform Wattpad. Many stories just like this one are about romance and do not
educate people about the symptoms or recovery process of mental illnesses like our
story does. Yet, the fact that our product is similarly a fanfiction helps to retain the
element of captivation and intimacy in the reading experience. In this way, we
ascertained that our story is unique and that there is a lack of similar products out there.
Most of the continuations/fanfictions of Your Name are generic representations of Taki
and Mitsuha getting their memories back, and merely build the same plot of them falling
back in love like they did in Your Name, not building upon more sophisticated or mature
themes. The fanfictions’ only purpose is to provide readers with some sort of resolution
to the movie. In comparison, our story has more unique and sophisticated themes than
most of these other fanfictions out there like the struggles of life and trauma, a slightly
more subtle yet mature theme in Your Name.
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2.1.3 Websites
Websites are very informative, rather user-friendly, and one of our primary sources of
information, as many are from reputable medical institutions. However, most websites
have overlapping content, and their recommended method of treatment is to visit a
doctor. While this is undoubtedly one of the best treatment options, we feel that not
many people would be open to visiting a doctor. This is mainly because they do not
want to receive social stigmatisation and discrimination that comes from visiting a
doctor.
As shown below, these two links are some of the first few upon searching up
depression, and they both have one thing in common, being that both recommend
visiting a doctor in their first treatment method.
(Everything You Want to Know About Depression. (2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020,
from https://www.healthline.com/health/depression
Depression – Institute of Mental Health. (2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.imh.com.sg/clinical/page.aspx?id=253)
While our story is not trying to act as a substitute for a professionally trained doctor, we
can act as a source of information. We can inform readers about things such as the
treatments and recovery process, thus helping those with mental conditions to decide
whether they want to visit a doctor or not, ensuring that they make an informed decision.
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2.2 Information Gathering
2.2.1 Process of Gathering Knowledge
For topics such as depression and PTSD, we want to ensure that our product is
accurate and contains truthful information, so as to better help others. To achieve this,
we have decided only to obtain information from credible sources. For example, one of
our sources is Mayo Clinic, a non-profit organisation created over a century ago and is
currently run by over 4000 doctors and psychiatrists.
“PTSD symptoms are generally grouped into four types: intrusive memories, avoidance,
negative changes in thinking and mood, and changes in physical and emotional
reactions...is probably caused by a complex mix of: Stressful experiences, including the
amount and severity of trauma you've gone through in your life”
(Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) - Symptoms and causes. (2020). Retrieved 8
August 2020, from
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/post-traumatic-stress-disorder/symptom
s-causes/syc-20355967)
Additionally, we studied the first-hand experiences of these conditions, through the
accounts of people who have dealt with or are dealing with such conditions.
“It’s like living in a slideshow instead of a video. Everything is choppy and confusing.
There’s doubt, chaos and terror night and day. — Adele E”
(19 People Describe What It's Like to Have PTSD. (2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020,
from https://themighty.com/2017/01/what-ptsd-feels-like/)
Furthermore, we researched the recovery processes which can be implemented in the
future, such as Virtual Reality (VR), through studies done by experimental scientists
recorded on videos.
“An EMDR treatment session can last up to 90 minutes… At the same time, the EMDR
therapist will have you recall a disturbing event.”
((COVID-19), C., Health, E., Disease, H., Disease, L., Management, P., & Conditions,
S. et al. (2020). EMDR: Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing. Retrieved 8
August 2020, from https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/emdr-what-is-it#1)
“In imaginal exposure, a client is asked to imagine feared images or situations. Imaginal
exposure can help a person directly confront feared thoughts and memories.”
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(Exposure Therapy for Treating Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Symptoms. (2020).
Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.verywellmind.com/exposure-therapy-for-ptsd-2797654)
Moreover, we often share our resources with one another, and fact check them across
multiple websites to ensure that the information is accurate. If we see conflicting
opinions across multiple credible sources, we will avoid using that certain piece of
information.
“In imaginal exposure, a client is asked to imagine feared images or situations. Imaginal
exposure can help a person directly confront feared thoughts and memories.”
(From: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3188445/)
“ In imaginal exposure, the client is guided by the therapist through a detailed revisiting
of the trauma narrative. Instructions include having the client recount aloud the full story
of the trauma in the present tense, including as much detail about events, surroundings,
sensations, thoughts, and feelings as he or she can remember.”
(Exposure Therapy for Treating Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Symptoms. (2020).
Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.verywellmind.com/exposure-therapy-for-ptsd-2797654)
From these similar descriptions from different sources, not only do we ensure that our
information is more accurate, but we also gain a much deeper understanding of the
subject, and in this case, how imaginal exposure is a form of therapy for PTSD patients.
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2.2.2 Application of Knowledge
After sifting through information online, cross-checking between sources to ensure
accuracy, as well as avoiding contradicting information, we have consolidated our
knowledge in documents.
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This not only allowed us to have easier access to the information but also to be more
efficient and accurate when expressing this information in our product, as well as
allowing us to be on the same page as credible sources and information.
“At the same time, the EMDR therapist will have you recall a disturbing event. This will
include the emotions and body sensations that go along with it.”
(EMDR: Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing. (2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/emdr-what-is-it#1)
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“It makes you re-experience traumatic experiences, but the therapist directs your eye
movements so that the experience is less distressing... over time, it is supposed to
lessen the impact of the traumatic event” ~Our consolidation of knowledge.
“...but I’d like you to think of the experience that affected you, that led you here. Don’t
worry, I’ll be with you throughout the experience. All I need you to do is tell me what you
see, and how you feel.” ~Our product.
These similar descriptions and depictions assure us that we are on the correct path and
that we are truthful and accurate to scientific sources. We also use the consolidations
we have done to edit our product.

“She looks up, her eyes bloodshot, her face damp with tears.” ~
 Pre-editing product
“She looks up, her eyes blank, numb, emotionless.” ~Post-editing product
To ensure accuracy and reliability in our writing, we organised such that generally, two
people would continue the writing from where it had been left off, while the other two
would edit the previously written segments. After every chapter, we would also go
through the chapter together in the perspective of the entire story.
To further combat this, when we write, the four of us will also voice call each other, to
allow for ease of communication and to eliminate any plot errors and inconsistencies in
time, character or logic. We would also conduct discussions if we had differing ideas on
the same plot to improve the plot and to strengthen the logic which binds the plot
together.
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Critical Reflection
3.1 Creative Product
3.1.1 Choosing Novel Form
We chose to write our product in the form of a novel, as we felt that it would be more
familiar and accessible to our readers. Additionally, other forms, such as videos,
movies, and plays may focus on the visually aesthetic qualities and looks, drawing
attention away from the actual content. This allows us to retain information better.
(Reading vs Watching Videos - Which one works better? - Writoscope. (2020).
Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.writoscope.com/reading/reading-vs-watching-videos-which-one-works-bette
r/)
“Reading is an active process whereas watching is a passive one. One needs a lot
more attention while reading a book than that of watching videos... results in more
retention of information.”
“On the other hand, Videos are time efficient and [a] more convenient option...you can
intake a lot more information in a very short timespan. The human brain likes to
visualise things and videos are the visualisations ready for you.”
As such, the advantages of books are that they help us to retain information better and
that they are more careful and objective compared to videos. However, one would need
to pay a greater amount of attention to really process and comprehend information on
text, making reading slower.
Videos might be more efficient, allowing us to take in large amounts of information
within a short period of time. Additionally, they are more vivid. However, the drawbacks
of using videos are that viewers retain less information due to the passive, fast-paced
experience of watching videos and that the information present may not be objective
enough for clarity unlike text.
As such, since we have made accuracy and retention of information our top priority, we
decided to write a novel and sacrifice some s
peed and convenience to achieve this goal.
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3.1.2 Choosing to write a Your Name fanfiction
We chose to write a Your Name fanfiction as we feel that it would enable us to reach a
wider audience, as it would be easier for readers to chance upon our story, compared to
if we decided to write a completely new, standalone story from scratch. The fact that our
story is based on Your Name in itself gives viewers incentive and purpose to read our
story, allowing us to reach a larger audience.
Additionally, to ensure that all readers are able to properly appreciate our story, we
have made sure that our story was not heavily based on the movie, and secondly, could
also serve as a standalone product. We also added a synopsis of the movie so that
readers could find a basic summary of the movie, including all the major plot points if
they would like the context.
Furthermore, fanfiction is quite popular among teenagers, our target audience, and
allows us to gain access to a wide, international audience, as compared to the
popularity gained from creating our own website or social media page.
As shown, popular fanfiction websites such as fanfiction.net and archiveofourown.org
both have relatively high international rankings for the most number of visits, scoring
166 million and 295 million views in the last 6 months respectively. They have achieved
impressive rankings of 225 and 126 respectively.
In comparison, they are not far off at all from BBC, arguably one of the most popular
news websites in Europe, which has achieved a ranking of 106, with around 455 million
views over the last 6 months.
As such, we were able to ascertain that writing a fanfiction would be able to grant us a
large audience, and through measures such as writing a synopsis, to ensure it is user
friendly for all readers even if they did not watch the original movie.
(fanfiction.net Traffic Statistics. (2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.similarweb.com/website/fanfiction.net/)
(archiveofourown.org Traffic Statistics. (2020). Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.similarweb.com/website/archiveofourown.org/ )
(more, S. (2020). bbc.com Traffic Statistics. Retrieved 8 August 2020, from
https://www.similarweb.com/website/bbc.com/ )
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3.1.3 Choosing to write in First Person POV of multiple characters, in the present
tense
One big factor that contributes to the creativity of our story is that it is written entirely in
the present tense. This gives the reader a sense of immediacy as it lets readers feel like
they're moving along together with the story with a very real-time sensation. This makes
the reading experience feel more intimate and suspenseful.
Furthermore, the entire story is written in 1st person, and switches between the
perspectives of different characters from chapter to chapter. This lets the reader see the
story unfold through the eyes of the characters themselves. On top of that, the fact that
we write in multiple characters' perspectives allows for all the contrasting emotions
between characters to be displayed. This heightens the reader’s connection with the
characters emotionally, bringing the focus to the thought process and the emotions.
As shown in Margaret Atwood’s Masterclass, the author of The Handmaid’s Tale
describes how writing in the 1st Person POV helps to give a story credibility by sharing
a personal story with them. Additionally, it creates intrigue by limiting the reader’s
access to information. As such, we decided to adopt a 1st Person POV to juxtapose
how Mitsuha feels, and how an outsider, Taki, would view this situation, hence
presenting the viewpoint of how those with mental conditions and how their close
friends and relatives may see the situation.
"Writing in the present tense can add a sense of urgency and narrative simplicity to your
work, which is one of the reasons it has become so commonplace. A good example of a
successful novel written in the present tense is the young adult series The Hunger
Games, in which we experience the events of the story through the first person POV of
our protagonist Katniss Everdeen."
(From:
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/what-is-first-person-point-of-view-in-writing-how-to
-write-in-first-person-narrative-voice-with-examples#3-reasons-to-write-in-first-person-p
oint-of-view)
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From:
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/how-to-write-a-novel-in-the-present-tense#4-adva
ntages-of-writing-in-present-tense
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3.1.4 Excerpts from our story
Full story available at: h
 ttps://www.fanfiction.net/s/13665956/1/Kimi-no-Na-wa-A-Sequel

3.1.4.1 From Chapter 3
“I watch, helpless, in complete paralysis as the situation around me unfolds. People
panicking and getting crushed before my own eyes by nature’s brute force. It all
happened so quickly. We were only just looking at the comet sail gracefully in the sky. It
was supposed to be beautiful. Not like this. Not like this.”
Here is Mitsuha’s perspective in her dream where she perceives the other timeline from
Your Name that she had experienced but forgotten: where the meteor did indeed kill
Mitsuha and all her fellow townspeople. This excerpt portrays how paralyzingly scary it
can be to be plagued with traumatic visions and past experiences. In terms of the
writing, we used short disjointed sentences here in “It was supposed to be beautiful. Not
like this. Not like this.” to emphasise her anxiety and confusion, as well as her chaotic
thought process during that time, to show the reader how frighteningly realistic and thus
traumatic the dream felt to her.
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3.1.4.2 From Chapter 9
“But I can’t bear to contemplate the possibility of this numbness being eternal; to plague
me for the rest of my life. With what little motivation I have left, I simply try to reconsider
Taki’s words. I can’t help but reflect on what he said. Was this dream really
insignificant? If I just ignored it, would things really get better? It just seems like wishful
thinking: how can they expect me to do that, when I am reminded of death every night?”
Here is Mitsuha’s perspective in chapter 9. After Taki’s blatant denial and dismissal of
the dream that she had experienced, she starts doubting the severity of her own
situation. In this way, we portray a common issue faced by people suffering from
depression; dismissal of their issue by others, which can lead to them irrationally
doubting themselves and the severity of their issue. This excerpt is also written as
rhetorical and uncertain questions towards readers, to highlight her doubt and her
inability to comprehend or answer her own questions. Her lack of an answer also shows
hopelessness and anxiety, two emotions very commonly felt by people in real life
suffering from depression. This also helps to engage the reader and to allow the reader
to see from her perspective as well.
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3.1.4.3 From Chapter 17
“Guilt floods my systems, filling every nook and cranny with its pain. I regret all I ever
did to hurt her: all the support I never offered; all the care I never showed. It hurts. It
hurts to know that I just dismissed all of her struggles. She was pleading for help, for
someone to be there. I should have believed her. I should've done something.“
This excerpt is written in Taki's perspective. It is the breaking point in his nonchalant
personality that begins to change for the better - his reaction to Mitsuha’s attempted
suicide. In relation to real life, this chapter highlights the impact of suicide or even
attempted suicide by individuals to their loved ones or people who are even close or
acquainted with them and its devastating ripple effect. This is to discourage people
going through depression from attempting suicide, by showing a loved one like Taki
experiencing remorse and frustration in response to Mitsuha’s attempt. By writing in
these short, erratic bursts of sentences, we are able to show through the content of his
speech and repetition that he is completely torn apart by guilt, frustration and fear to
allow readers to see his realistic reaction. Through this, readers can understand and
visualise the pain that the affected people around those who attempt or commit suicide
also feel.
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3.1.4.4 From Chapter 30
“Suddenly, all the worry fades away, replaced yet again by the ever-growing hope.
Despite the sheer shock from the scenes, deep down I know that I’m getting better at it,
and then the step I'm taking is in the right direction. Hope warms the coldest depths of
my heart scarred from all the hurting. It whispers, “We will get there.”
We will get there.”
The conclusion of the story is written in Mitsuha’s perspective. This is the beginning of a
breakthrough in Mitsuha’s treatment and therapy. Here we show how treatment is
possible and that concrete improvements in recovering from mental illness can and will
be seen, encouraging readers who may be depressed to seek treatment. This is
highlighted through our writing technique; in contrast to previous chapters where
Mitsuha had chaotic, disjointed and very dark thoughts, she now has a more optimistic
and rational view of her recovery process. This is a very emotionally encouraging and
hopeful ending for readers. Furthermore, recovery is accurately portrayed as a slow but
extremely worthwhile process that does not happen overnight, motivating our target
audience to pursue recovery.
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3.2 Challenges and Limitations
3.2.1 Circuit Breaker
Some of the great challenges that we encountered during the writing of this story
included, firstly, major disturbances and inconveniences to our daily life. This was
caused by the COVID-19 crisis and the resulting Circuit Breaker. We were unable to
meet up in real life, and this brought a lot of inconveniences, for example, great
presence of distractions and a lot of miscommunication, together with a whole slew of
connection issues. This really hampered our ability to converse online and extra effort
was required such that we were able to clear up any misunderstandings about the plot
and other aspects of the story. This heightened the potential for mistakes and logic
errors within the story. However, by taking extra care in mutual communication, the risk
of mistakes was also lowered by a reasonable amount.
Another great challenge was time constraints. Because of the constant adjusting back
and forth between school and HBL, there was a lot of time spent on revising for exams
and there was very little time to do this project. This resulted in us having to allocate
times generally later at night for us to be able to do this project, which also resulted in
having to shorten the story and compensate on the general quality of the story.
Additionally, having everyone write would decrease the quality and increase
inconsistencies. While the original plan was only to have 2 people work on the story to
allow for a consistently individual voice, all 4 of us had to work on the story at the same
time, greatly flattening the consistency of tone and voice in the story.
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3.2.3 Sensitive Topic
Depression and suicide is a topic that we need to be careful and sensitive about. While
we have done thorough expert-verified medical research about depression to keep the
writing as realistic and respectful as possible, admittedly the degree of authenticity can
never be guaranteed to be at its maximum. This is because despite having researched
and gained as much perspective as we could on the experience of having depression
before writing, ultimately we have not experienced it ourselves. Nonetheless, we have
meticulously amassed a wide array of expert-verified information and perspective on the
experience of having depression to our fullest ability, to ensure that our writing can still
be as authentic and thus sensitive as possible.
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